
Chocachatti Elementary  

     Uniform Specifics 

If you can check every rule, then you’re ready for school! 

Shirts: 

 must be polo style

 must not have a logo (unless the approved

Chocachatti logo) 

 must be one solid color

 must not have patterns, designs, jewels or writing

 may have a front pocket

 may have ruffles or lace as long as it is the exact

color of the shirt 

Dresses: 

 must be polo style or a one piece jumper

 must not have a logo (unless the approved

Chocachatti logo)

 must be solid navy or khaki (ruffles or lace must

be the exact same color as the rest of the dress)

 must not have patterns, designs, jewels or writing

 may have a front pocket

 a polo shirt must be worn with a one piece jumper

(the shirt must fit our uniform shirt guidelines)

 must be appropriate length

 shorts (any kind) must be worn underneath and

not exceed the length of the dress

Shoes: 

 must be athletic sneakers and closed toed

 must have laces or Velcro (to secure them to the

foot)

 may be any color or design

 must not be a distraction or have a skate or toy

attached to them

 must not go above the ankle bone (no hightops or

boots)

*Ballet or Jazz style dance shoes are also mandatory

for dance class at CES

Jackets/Coats (to be worn ONLY OUTSIDE in cold 

weather): 

 must have a liner or filling that contributes to

warmth

 may be any style

 may be any color(s)

 may have patterns, designs and/or writing

 may have logos

 must be taken off inside the building

Sweatshirts/Sweaters (to be worn INSIDE OR 

OUTSIDE: 

 must be one solid color

 must not have a logo (unless a Chocachatti logo)

 must not have patterns, designs or writing

Bottoms (skirts, shorts, and pants): 

 must be solid navy or solid khaki in color

 must not be cargo (cannot have pockets on the

side)

 must be uniform material (no knit, lycra, denim,

corduroy, spandex, etc.)

 must be straight legged (no bellbottoms, overly

baggy, or parachute); can have an elastic bottom

 must not have rips or tears

 may have solid colored leggings underneath

uniform bottoms ONLY (which must not have rips

or tears) 

 must be appropriate length

Socks and Tights: 

 must be one solid color

 must not have a logo

 must not have patterns or designs

 socks must match one another

 Early Release Days: Casual attire is allowed on Early Release Days. Please follow the dress code expectations outlined in the

Hernando County School District Student Code of Conduct document (found online at:

http://www.edline.net/pages/Hernando_County_School_Board/Students__amp__Families).

 Fridays: Spirit shirts can be worn every Friday. Spirit Shirts must be from the current school year, be of the grade level the

student is currently in, and can be worn with either uniform bottoms or jean bottoms. If worn with jeans, they must be blue

denim color, appropriate length, and have no rips or tears.

Please note that hair dyes, including temporary wash-out dyes of any unnatural hue (red, blue, green, etc.) are considered a 

distraction and are prohibited. Students are not allowed to have visible tattoos or ink marks on them. Hats may be worn only 

for sun protection when in the sun for prolonged periods of time. 

 

 

     

 

     

 
 


